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I. ________________ an _____________________ for kingdom
______________________.
A. ______________ family - those ____________ by, or through
____________ process.
1. __________ spent together = _____________________:
a. _________ is _______________ than _____________
in the _________ days.
B. ______________ family - brothers and sisters from the
_________________.
1. These can come ______________ extended family
because of __________ _____________ together.
C. __________ and ______________ family - typically
_______________ and ____________ commitment.
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II. __________________ rules for developing _______ your
kingdom _______________________.
A. Remember - keep your _________ on the ___________.
B. Remember - you are ________ with your ______________;
live with each other in an _________________________
way.
C. Remember -don’t ________________ your
__________________.
D. Remember - always be _______________ of one another.
E. Remember - _________ one another’s _______________.
F. Remember - don’t give up on ________________ others.
G. Remember - __________ for the _________ in ___________.
H. Remember - _________ for ________ your relationships.
I. Remember - do unto _____________ …
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I. Creating; environment; relationships
A. Extended; related; legal
1. Time; relationship
a. Time; thicker; blood; last
B. Church; fellowship
1. before; time spent
C. Work; social; shallow; little
II. Biblical; all; relationships
A. eyes; Lord
B. one; spouse; understanding
C. provoke; children
D. tolerant
E. bear; burdens
F. helping
G. look; good; others
H. pray; all
I. others

